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All of our properties feature a professionally produced one minute video, 
personally introduced by a member of our team as well as a fully interactive 3D tour.

Simply click on the thumbnail above to take a step inside and 
explore this beautiful home.

This fully immersive experience allows you to ‘click and drag’ 
your way through the property at your own pace. It is best 
viewed on a desktop screen or in landscape mode on your 

smartphone or tablet.

Can’t wait to view in person?

Simply click on the thumbnail above to let one of our team 
give you a guided tour of the highlights.

If you are longing for a more in-depth explore at your own 
pace, then head across the page to our 

fully interactive 3D tour.

http://www.vimeo.com/917465997
https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=CjBtgNKwZYk
https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=CjBtgNKwZYk
http://www.vimeo.com/917465997


This is a substantial Branksome Park 
home set in beautiful grounds.



The dining hall has an amazing vaulted 
ceiling with views to the grounds.



The wide entrance hall creates an 
immediate sense of space.



There is a choice of stunning reception 
spaces.



All the principal reception rooms give 
access to the grounds.



The principal suite includes a dressing 
area and luxury en suite.



There is plenty of room for family and 
guests.



There are plenty of options for outdoor 
entertaining.



It sits on a truly wonderful plot in one of 
the area’s most sought after roads.
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Floorplan
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Summary Details
Pineacre occupies a wonderful position in Branksome Park. It boasts a huge and 
impressive frontage to the road and manicured grounds with a sunny aspect to the 
rear. With its sweeping driveway and turret it remains a good looking house, retaining a 
grand sense of arrival.

The accommodation extends to circa 5,000 square feet and it includes lots of interesting features 
such as a vaulted ceiling over one of the receptions and a wonderful galleried walkway to the principal 
bedroom suite. A radius staircase leading to the first floor is also impressive meaning there is no 
shortage of features or character in this otherwise modern home constructed just over twenty years 
ago. 

There is a total of five bedrooms and five bathrooms and a choice of receptions including a 31’ living 
room not to mention a fitted study. The hand painted kitchen complete with centre island was 
supplied and fitted by Smallbone. The oversize integral garage is over 10m in length. 

The house is conveniently located for the shops and amenities at Canford Cliffs Village which are 
approximately half a mile away and the beach at Branksome Chine can be reached via a picturesque 
woodland walk accessed by nearby Western Road.

•  Fantastic location

•  Convenient for shops and beaches

•  Impressive grounds

•  Sunny rear garden

•  Oversize integral garage over 10m in length

•  Five bedrooms, all en suite

•  Choice of receptions

•  Fitted study

•  Lots of architectural features

•  Well known home in the local area

Guide Price:

Tenure:

Lease Length:

Maintenance:

Ground Rent:

Stamp Duty:

Council Tax:

EPC:

£3,495,000

Freehold

N/A

N/A

N/A*
* Ground Rents can increase over 
time and advice should always be 
sought from your solicitor before 
exchange of contracts.

Main Home  £330,650**
Additional Home £435,500**
** based on guide price

Band H
2023/2024  £4,096.48pa
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Important notice
Luxury and Prestige Realty Ltd wishes to inform prospective purchasers that we have prepared these sales particulars 
as a general guide. We have not carried out a detailed survey, nor tested the services, appliances and specific fittings. 
Room sizes are approximate and rounded; they are taken between internal wall surfaces and therefore include 
cupboards/shelves etc. Accordingly they should not be relied upon for carpets and furnishings. Formal notice is 
also given that all fixtures and fittings, carpeting, curtains/blinds and kitchen equipment, whether fitted or not, are 
deemed removable by the vendor unless specifically itemised within these particulars.
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